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In a study' of the revision strategies used by skilled
and basic (unskilled) write0 rs, 50 students assigned to an
experimental group wrote expository, essay, then'rewrote their
compositions from memory. A control group of. 20 students KaS given
the same assignment, but the students were allowed/ access to their
first drafts. As Akpected, the control group displayed little
evidence of revision, while the experimental group produced pairs. °X
essays that presented from 10A to .100% differences in :content. Within
the experimental group, the skilled and unskilled writers showed such
marked differences. that they appeared to be involved in different
experiments: the basic writers demons'trated a consistent tendency to
regard the second writing task as divorce from the first essay,
While the skilled writers demonstrated a clistinct awareness of the
relationship between their. two essays; On the other hand, the
unskilled writers in the experimental group showed more improvement
in their second drafts, than did their couffterparts in the control
group, an indication that basic writers are not incapable of
extensive, productive rev-Oions, though the distracting Ares nCe of
rough notes and first 'drafts simply impedes their'revising processes.
Based on these results, ethree-phase procedure of re ,sing from
memory, comparing drafts, and synthesizing dissonant s was
proposed to help student writers develop a pattern of revision.
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Five yeara baVe passed since Mips Shaughnessyfirst'-.

oferedthefollowing sketch of our profession=

We lack a tradition of collaborative
research, 'within colleges as well as
among them, that would enable us to
combine,resoprces and i conduct more
systematic exi3eriments. Nowhere in
the profession of teaching writing
is the frontier more wide open.'

Pio-eer research has only recntlydressed itself to

the problematic terrain of the composing process. 'Part

of the problem involves unders116ding the landscape; we
fi

.mubt familiarize ourselves, with cur surroundings, yet not

.become So.faMiliar that we overlook rather than perceive.

Consider the current attention being directed toward a

reevaluation of the revision process. Up until the last

feW years of r notion of revision suffered from a presumed.

familiarity With composing p0Ocees.-.,Instead of looking at

how writers actually-revise, writing teachers, Composition

withers, and most researchers regarded revision asJ

"a separate stage at the end of the process--a stage that
a

comes afterEthe completion of-a.first or second draft and

one that is temporally dis inc from the prewriting and



arse

,writing stages of the ilproces s. The- pedaga gical Aplications

of such a linear model are, I think, p edictable: distinctiOns

between-revisiing and editing dissolve. -'Teachers emphasize

the nepestlof correcting, errors; indeed,,tuden _papers

are meticulously corrected and returned-to their:au\- thors,

e the essay, correbting allwho, in turn, are tdld to

necessary mistakes."

Itjs debatable whether students learn anythng,Useful

from this cycle of write and rewriting. No doubt the studen

writers arh made keenly aware of their inadequacies--butk,then,

by the time e'they reach university, these students (especially

already know their limitati ns. Some ofthe basic writers)

the students will respond positively; they will -learn to

proof-read effectively--but these-students are probably

already proficient writers. Their unskilled counterpar s

_

'seldom benefit front localized,cprrectiont. As Flanigan and

MenendezHmaintainr "learners often bind knowledge-So closely

its original context or activity that they cannot general-
/

5,Se:the kno ledge andada t-it to new activities, new Con-
3.

text, suchelementary "revision- as proof - reading

ihhibived by aclosed. set of writing beh s, each set

peculiar to, and dependent a on, the particular writing

activity. :Not a:stiategy (a choice of opOrAtiont' to be

b.attempted) but a behavior describes each student's reaction

to.. a learned rhetorical situation--each student's

adapt rules new contexts, refreflects 'a conditioned response'



the passive' cycle df correction and recopying inculcated

by the traditional classroom eXPerience.

But what is the aleernativ'e .

notion-of the.revision process?

First, IF suggest, we can take Mina Shaughnessy's

do we revise our

and "conduc_

look at revi

cross-seeti&

systematie eXperiments":

advice

we can. ake aS'econd

ion 'by'examining its role -in a representative.'

Student writing; we can compare the revision.
Pj

behaviors of4 basic writers with thoSe of skilled writers ;.

and we can stop vie ing the revision procest through the

filter of a 'linear composing model that

related to the reflexive mix 'of prewr

vision adtiVit_ s that, actually -occur

At the risk of anticipating my own

-offer one more speculative-noteo

to a more Objective,

One

more

basic,writers' words
\

efficient

that seem,

initial

is only incidentally,

Pg, writing, and re--

observations, let me,

introduction' as a prelude

"systema ic".analysis of
ev

are on the paper, the

vising1behaviors trap them into a maze of concerns

if not inimical to, t`least removed from, their

revision-=

writers ' in-

rhetiorical .nspiratioh% The essays become closed

systems, fixed and inviolable. Susan Warters' research in

the compoSing process of college basic writers confirms my

-own introductory observations and graphically'eMphasizes the'

extent to, thick this particular form of closure4manifests

itself:

tudent ever rejected, transposed,
or ubstantially altered the first '1



sentence which,he wrote.. ve though
,the first' sentence at timep lock = d* a* ,

writer into a pattern which was ifficult ,

to develop, or' inappropriate to is purpode
he still retained the sentence -'nd simplY

*ignored the implidations..

Hut. rather than rehearse hearsay evi'den e: 1 wlsh.ndue

.detail-the:reSults Ofia research Proie t designed 'to ,offer

further definition to the notion of "closure" )knd

ship to the revision activities of

tudents;'

One yi y-of testing the influence of cloSu e

interfere with the student's normal reVision. adtivity.
:..

irst year university

asking students to "revise" an essay without the benefit

of either their first drafts or their rough notes, 1 hoped

to free the student writers (especially the'unRkilled

writers) from the constraint of their own written words'

from-the tyranny-of their-firstdrafts, .11cc gly,

secured arandom sample of 70 first-year students from the

University of.Britisfi Columbia: 50 students forted, the

experimental group, and 20-students formed the control.

Although the subjects were told that they Were partidipating.

in Ea d

writ

and corded as part of their regular course work.

s-wide experiment, they' Were askedAo considerv.the

k,as 4 normal assignment-the assignment was graded

Ch student- the experimental group was. asked to read

a 500-word extract from a typical example of contemporary

journalism.
7

The instructions read:



In her reportvon "Teen S x" Macle
Judith Timson .makes a ntmber 'of p
observations, yet she'bffers no c
nation of either teen sexuality;.0
ovary sex-education. Write an, es
does' evaluate the social. and morn

both teen sexuality and sex e

en yo6,write your essay, prete
will be read 'another' first-ye
siudent who has-not read Timson's

198o)
orafive

ear &Al-
contemp-
ay.that
implicatidns

cation.

d fhat,it.
univers-it
roOrt.

Feel frde to think: about the question. as long
/as you` like before4you begin wi but4 .

/once you start your paper, try not to spend more
/than 1 hour wq.ting'your essay
! SEAL ALL MATER. (HOUGH NOTE AND FINISHED
I, IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED BEFIbE-PRO-
CEEDING DIRECTLY TO PART II

,- r

The-Part Two

copy

gnment provided 'the students wjth a new

the extract arid asked them to offer a reviSion

(from methoryl of the-essay writteh.fa Part One. And again'

they,liere-aSked not

the paper-.

o spend more than one hour writing
4

The instructions given to the con rol-group directed

them to= ,complete the same :two:aSsignments; but,.unIike their

counterparts,- they were allowed access to their first drafts.

And, once_the results had been-tabulated, 20 students were

chos'en for a series of post-experiment interviews.'

1 should note at this point that the exRerithent was

designed as a hoiteproect.

measure of control, I was dubio s about- the appropriat-ness

Though I was sacrificing a large

of eliciting in-class writing s a genuine representation 'of

typibal compoSin4 activities. As Freedman. and Pringle note

in a recent article on composition process, ,,whiting done.
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in. .a controlled context 'implied a composing pocessk that

is radically different fiom the process each of. us undergoes

the course of Qur normal writing. And Surely the'dif-
.

ferences in the process have implications for the product.

Since`the intent of my own experiment was to free the _students

from unnecessary. constraints, the 11closed" experimental etting
.

threatened to impose-an unwanted interference'.

once coded and randomly shuffled; the essays were graded

by .three markers who scored each draft 'according to a 9 point
1

scale-derived frorvthe holistic evaluation procedures out-

lined.in Cboper and)Ddell's The markers.

.achieved an initial, reliability c

each discrepancy back into the stack of unmarked papers, the

coefficient was-revi ed-to .'87.' Finally, once the markers

had finished grading (and regrading), the remaining disagree-
.

ments -were drawn to their attention, discussed `,and awdreted
r E

'10.
compromise-grades.

Striking differences appeared between the groups of'

writers. As expected, the control' group eyed.little

evidence, f,revision:,, changes-, (generally deletions and sub-

stitUtions) between ttle tloio drafts',were'largelY cdnfined to

the lexical and sentence levelonly the most proficient-

writers rearranged or added lgrger idea clusters,

with relatively dew exceptions, the control 'gtoup

little more than e

Indeed,

ffeed

ed photocopies of their first drafts.

In sharp contrast, the experimental group. produced ,pairs



*essays that Dresented,fro 10 O'100 content differenbe.

Now it is not siirprising that a writer revising from memory

shodWproduce a-subsAantially "differene Second drift,- We

would anticipate all writers (skilled and unskilled)

produce changes in ,syntax,- d ction and ar ahgement; yet,

different was.the-charactek

cu sory -glance. at_

f their essay pairs that a.
results tight suggest tat the Ian-

."

80

sk lled writers and. the skilled writers were parti6ipating

different experiments.
. .

The basicAgritert demonstrated a. consistent tendency
,

ttgard:the Par Two assignment .a a'task -diVorcetLIeem,

e Part One essay. stead:of ,presenting an opportunity

develop and refine their arguments, P- TWo of the

eriOentpresented the Unskilledwrite s with a-:Somewhat
t-

,

ea =ler. assi gnment only tangentially related to the first.
r

Most. these students either rehearsed one or two notions

from -their original drafts and used than as a bridge to a

basically autonomous second draft pr they Composed a new.

essay
cearbitrarily

attached the "

However n spite

drafts

mited'manner--but let me suspend my comments on this point

onclusion" from essay. #1.-

f their inheren- li-itations, these second

id' tend to engage the tv In a slightly more

unti lyphave -Completed my comparative analysis

skilled w

\:.elati nship between their two essays. For these

deMonstrated a-distinct awareness

writ, rs Tart T was regarded as a clear orportunity, to

revise an -t improve, Consider the comments expressed, by

Vick a%proficient student writers
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.,Fart: One was-not very well ;organized,;
however, it.prqpared a, basic outline for
me" to fdllow in'.Pdrt TWo. So Paat..Two
was much edSier to-qomplete'since still
remembered-fragments of the essay lr wrote .

,in ` ?art One. .

A detailed context analysis of each tudent's pair of essays.

gave fu rther definition to the difference between the skilled

and unskilled writers -of theexperimental group.,. A

By .itemizing disOrete.Semantic units JnOunsi- or nouns

plu'p mOdifierS, or personal Onounb) froM each of the

studentS',!etwo'd afts,. T est_blished a measure. referent

:content: tech semantic unit was counted as 1 idea cluster;

then, once the list for each draft had been compared. with

-Its-mate, common idea clUsters were identified and subtracted/

from the total number of different idgaS generated by 'both-

d afts. .1 found-that the Unskilledwriters averaged a 71%

content'difference between drafts, while thq skilled writers-

produced second drafts that were an average of only 28% dif-

ferent in- content.

One,basic.w4ter offered the following-explanation for

such a wide content variation:

1. found the composition- of Part'Twd
easier tp.'write because ideas. just
kept coming into 'my head. in Fart
tine-I'had- to use more, thought in
myl,irst essay. .

When pressed to explain why she had refrained. either

repeating or:enlarging upon her earlier ideas, the student
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answered-(in decidedly brusque tone that elifirst essay .

was finished.'\ FOr this student, and for the *bther unskilled

writers, an a Firiori sense of clo6ure seemingly precluded the

possibility. Of productive revision. I do not doubt their

sincerity, but I think it .nave to simply accept the basic

writers' assertions that they did not "feel like",repea4ng

themselves in their second drafts. Composing processes are

never reducible to simple expressions of intent..

Once the first ord'is put vn paper, the writer establishes

a functional dialectic, a refrospeCtiVe interaction that .nec-

essarily influences the direCtion, the form, andthe meaning,

of the author's. original intent. E.A..VorstersayS of his
.

-own revision process, "How. do I know what I think until I.
r'

2seiat I say." .Forster discovers meaning 'by reacting-to.

the fo of the words onethe page. James Britton notes an

embryonic pattern of discovery-through form in the-writing

of small children:

children's writing- sometimes demonstrates,
aC "tAking over" process in the course of
a single utterance. ipiece thatApeglils in
a loose, unstructured way -- perfunctorily,
may.seem to take shape under the influence'
of the affective power- of.a rhythm or a sound
pattern, an image or an idea.'

Ironically, it is a version of this ,taking over" PrOCAS.e. that,

far from liberating the revision activities óf the college

basic writer,, locks the student into a repetitive .cycle of

recopying--a parody of the exploratory revisionwritin 'and
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process articulated by E.ti. Forster.

In. terms of a revision "st tegy", the has

tYpically,tries to act,a if revision .Were a disc

separable part of the composing process; yet, frorp an ob

jective. point .0 vie- -e see:the_writer react constantly

while composing (and reac

Peri explains r

in a predictable* patter
. Sondra-

(File editing of`basic tiriters intrudes so
Often,and to such a degree ,that it breaks
down the rhythms generated d-b
writing.. T e students are'prematurely
concurred with the "look"-of.their writing;
thus, as soon as A fewwords-are written on
the =paper, detection and cOrrectiorroterror
replaces writing and revising-.(italics mine) 12,'

Perl's implied distinctiombetween editing.and-revising.helps

to-Clarify a central dilemma. 'aced by the basic writer: .a

if plagued by an unreachable. itch or an:unresolved-sneeze,

the basic writer becomes engaged in a futile and thus de--

bilitating preoccupation; the preoccupation with textual

dissonance dominates at _ntion, disrtipts the ,lower
course, and precludes successful communication.

At least. pare of the problem then invdlves-t4 basic-
.

writer's Concept rides: instead of enhancing the .writer

communicative efforts, the conventions of written English

seem to produce a. proactive inhibition_,, a level of inter--

ference that impedes composition. All of the,unskilled

-.. students interviewed in the present study suggested, to varying

degrees, that they felt inhibited by the rules of'pu ctuation,
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a and -spelling. Lcsten,,

I tend to make a 14.;-
J'm going along, b
them as I go, along
go more than a pa
reading what I hay

.rros as.
so' correct
I-won't

without re
en.-

Therthing I really get muffled on
is placing commas in'certain- areas
I try placing commas in-different
placeS to see how they work Tut.

Spelling is the big problem
Sometimes I'm so bdsy.woryi g
-about them, I forget What 11m
writing,apout and 1 have,t6 go
back And -figure it 'out.-

Now compare the following eSccerpts ro my interviews

som of the more proficient writers':

When I'm writing I'll trust my basic
idea.... Then later, usually, if 'I

just re7read once, I just want to
c range grammatical errors,.spelling
mistakes

I'll make some changes .as I go along,
but I'll wait until Vve finiehed a
-page-or the whole essay becausethen
you notiqe More errors, and you notice
something's _not_maing very much sense,
or it's not gdite.sa ing what you want
it to say.

I haven't-been criticized,too,mich for
my gramMar, so I-don't really have to
worry about it when writing.

The skilldd ers' remarks strike an unmis akable chorus of

self-confidence, a refrain unshared by their less skilled

counterparts, who,havd been "criticized too much for heir
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t would be redU ive to blame the current literacy

crisis on the revision policies common to most high school

and university classrooms. But my observations and student

interviews suggest that teaching revision methods (editing

and recopying) based upon a traditional linear model of the

revisioh process confuses and alienates unskilled writers

As way of laying the foundation necessary' for a.Tore

appropriate pedagogical approach, let me return to my sample

f student writers. I cannot claim 'that vision alone

determined the relative success or failure of each set of

compositions, but an ability to see beyond. the demands of

editing clearly complemented superior writing ability. For

the skilled-write- s a matter of overlooking in order

to revis as Nancy Sommers says in her analysis of 20 skilled

adult writers, "experienced writers,- -seek to discover (to

create) meaning in the engagemeLt with their wtitifly,

ision.... The experi-

ing by nit, limiting thecttsciv

rev,.

t.:10-e- to their -n-

1 3ly tit lexical concerns.

ILL)nically, the unskilled wLiteLs in my turfy did u erluek -not

while eumpos

the t
y

t ;drafts

4

ir tirst dratt, but Ile rere dinq

_Aplet 1" As uue student told me,

flit net aw,ALe wben i Lead tt1c c6tJcAy

(when I reread it); I'm s. en,jrossea
with wh,:t I'm saying because I know
exactly what I'm saying.... I don't
really look at it as if its a piece
of paper with words and punctuation,
I look at it as the ideas, so I don''
really see_
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"Rereading" here is very different from the reading that

occurs durihg the act of composing, for here rereading occurs J

under the illusion of premature closure., Once the text is

viewed by its author as "finished ", revision (re-seeing) be-

comes a perceptual problem.

David Bartholo 4n his lucid and sensitive study of

student error, 8argues that rereading "frees riter from

the constraints, of transcription, which, for many bAsie ers

is an awkward, laborious process, putting excessive demands

on both patience and chart= term memory.
14

During tale physial

theact of wr

units cif express

inapprupL

g, readiug the actual words on the p

s student writers f g and

pattel 11s whelk reread at Lei the teAL lb "el

however, these same words lose their iprisoi1ing power

-rally,

7 if

d,

interpreted by their author as acceptable

uustulus of the wLirs intenaed 1gs. Thus, wheu

co-e:- to develop -1g useful Levi

face a

Ap areo
-Y

-tegies, basic writer's

debilitating dilemma they cart Lev se what

1t411i.1 I11

k,_,, 111etk Outi k f i n k i . i . j i I I i i 1 tills p-1 l v a t

k.4 1k I kik,4k-riLCAL, kir

_ukse, the -_

111v.

Ili_111.11. I (41,( 1k li k.L k ,21141,.-4

Impa k.041._k Cr

111..-111tt,1 144Citlt. ny
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15The, writers become readers content ratheF than form,
,

fOkmal closure gives way to unrestricted disclosure.' What

these unskilled writers seem to lack is an ability to regard

their composition As a shared space open to both 'writer and

reader, for successful revision depends upon open Communication

between the writer as writer and the writer as, reader of his

own text

It' is n t surpkisin- then, thlt only the skilled writers

in my control group benefitted from the consltation of their

-st drafts; their ideas were clearly more reworked than those

the unskilled writers. On the other hand- =and this

most intriguing stlListic -, while the unskilled writers in

general neither evidenced nor articulated any attitude that

be called a revision strategy, the sect I111 drafts of

Lhos 111 111 n- al group Showed ( e)

1 p0111_- improvement over their control group counterparus--

the control group, the average scores for first and second

wt.,,J; 4 ,l11,1

th

tht_;,L3 1AL31,,

1 1L-A11 y

1IV

LiVclyi 111 lltU

kt wc11 3 D

vi L S HAUL L_:LA

La L

111,=11,,

wh, C. llcv LoLm.-.11 lutlu

111 eMLAU

1 111 e

4 111 ut_hcL WOLJ,,

t.le

okg,Anizea, 31,,1

LL,JM

10,1

I t ,jt1 11,4 L.

111,pc. Attie,

1.1111 Moved,

11er set of foLm..Ai Iuu
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but their sudden freedom to discard ideas does suggest latent

revising potential--and here I mean revising, not editing.

Their ."freedom" is illusory, of course; but the illusion of

composing freedom is itself instructive. Not only does t

allow basic writers to move more:easily in their shared

linguistic harness ,(Trades for second draft= re higher),

it gives the writers some feeling fonthe revision process.

Once the possibility of r-1-seeing the topic is recognized

(and experienced), students, especially those students who

habitually claim that their first drafts express all they

can ,on the topic, are confror_ y the striking 'content

.diflerenee between their first of and their second

.drafts fromrevised fro memory. More imp_ aptly, the act of

comparing the

ducts

drafts distances writer:_ from their pro=

tutu, unskilled wiite-6 are asked to

synthesize their two drafts, they ekperience a rhetorical

distance approximating tNit of their more skilled counter-

patLs, Lliut IS, Ltl ba iu wLIte

readutn

1.4

phosc L,locedukL: (L t vislu%) [Lulu iuem"

-th the freedyw

how tc, se Ideas

(11e three

cluJ Syill-h06141u( ill6011,11111 Idc!ab) all-Wb the La:014;

pcAl ucc ou-t Lu i polCctu

tcLs.

Iii to 1 Lb tr ttl tItt t] =lclllaiy

pio,.._-_es.,e0 of JULp_

Ltke -IL tiAst CIL-A (LL Sot _helk till C QIL e closuic),
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the three-phase procedure encourages the development of

productive revision strategies., strategies that iiew low-

level formal activities as concerns secondary to the de-

velopment,.the organization, and the'refinement of ideas.

Variations of this prbCedure ean.be profitably adapted
to the various skill-levels of our student writers. A

slightly more advanced writer, for example, might be en-

couraged to conflate the..three phases and substitute some
form dff inter-draft outlining. Perl and Eg ndorf refer

this strategy i terms of "projective structur n

oC=.1.4.dtr.

Reversing the traditional sequence,
so that "outlining" follows rather
than precedes initial writing, has

-several advantages: it fees students
from the expectation that their initial,
writing must conform to some logical,, a
priori scheme; it helps _"Alry" them loose
from the wOrds'onthepage by-asking them
to clarify. further the sense that those
formulations are intended to capture; it
enables them to see more clearly where
somethineris lacking.16

&lug themselves int rigid pieit ig Mines,6

aveLa,ja writing ability can u traditional "out-

"

or r revlion btrategy, ,a5 a

Ad Lhe .AcilataLed by I

,ItL91u,J tom. Jl with rol-M)

1L J -ouv,..,rsant i1 (1p

ld concern themsolve.-. with
Oka t1/4_,Lmol kAJust.keil audienr:e LIIty zhould expaild

to IC)
, the final



analysis, it is only by measuring their intentions against

the demands of a rhetorical context that student

can move from a limited (arid li
ci)

to whit Wayne Booth has called the rhetaridal stance."

Such a secure sense of balance, however, is not sinTlx,-

4asSumed. ,Skilled writing may be admired f_ distance,

but it is only learned through first-hand erie_ce of

tern

Ling), egocentric posture

the process that produces it Though often overlooked,

revision i16, I would ague, the key cumposiny px-inclple

of that proEess.
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